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Abstract  Image processing includes several steps that segmentation is the most important step of the procedure. 
Segmentation is the phase in which inputs get separated into their components that assign long time. One of the most basic 
methods of segmentation is presented by graph theory. According to the theory, each node in a graph is a representative of a 
pixel in the picture and each edge jo int's adjacent pixels. Weight corresponding to each edge is based on some properties of 
primary and terminal pixels of the edge. On the other hand, graph partitioning refers to graph nodes categorization to two or 
more parts based on certain criteria. Up to now image segmentation is performed by optimized techniques such as genetic 
algorithm, ant colony, … statistics and graph-based methods. In this article, to resolve the issue of image segmentation, input 
image converts to graph after in itial p re-processing. It obtained graph is part itioned with imperialist competitive algorithm, 
and the amount of crossing edges optimizes through the graph. Afterwards, this graph applied to the image. Therefore, it 
divides into sections. Berkeley Segmentation Dataset images have been utilized in  order to survey the resulting solution. 
Statistical results indicated that in approximately 90% of cases. The imperialist competitive algorithm has achieved better 
results. 
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1. Introduction  

Segmentation is one of the fundamental steps of image 
processing that divides images to separated regions so that 
each region is a set of connected adjacent pixels. The 
purpose of segmentation is to decompose an image to 
significant and convenient regions. Application of image 
segmentation includes medical images in locating tumors 
and other injuries, measuring tissue volume and diagnosis, as 
well as locating objects such as roads, jungles, etc. in satellite 
pictures, face recognition, finger detection and machine 
vision[1],[2]. So far, many techniques have been performed 
for image segmentation, including statistical, fuzzy 
clustering, optimizat ion and graph-based methods[3]. 
Statistical methods are highly efficient  but expensive. fuzzy 
clustering methods have good performance but its efficiency 
drastically reduces in images with noises[1].In optimization 
techniques, image segmentation is performed by 
evolutionary algorithm e.g. genetic algorithm, ant 
colony[4],[5], tabu search etc that each method has 
advantages and disadvantages of its own. 

Graph-based methods have been  used  effect ively  for  
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image segmentation and are so efficient. In this procedure, 
the image models on a weighted undirected graph. Image 
pixels form graph nodes, and every adjacent node connect to 
each other by an edge, then it partitions to several parts 
according to certain criteria[6]. Among this criterion's 
different graph partitioning methods can be pointed such as 
minimum cut, normalized cut and isoperimetric cut and also 
optimization techniques, including genetic algorithm, ant 
colony, tabu search and simulated annealing. 

Graph partitioning has various applications in modeling in  
different issues, e.g. transport network, electrical circuit, 
internet network and Scheduling problem. The most 
important use of graph partitioning is in image 
segmentation[1]. 

Graph partit ioning problem is categorized as Np-Hard[7]. 
Since image segmentation can be reduced to graph 
partitioning[8] therefore it is also a NP-H problem. So a 
solution to graph partitioning issue can be applied for image 
segmentation as well.Purpose of this article is to compare 
graph partitioning methods and their performances in image 
segmentation. 

The second part discusses graph partitioning issue and the 
history. Third part is about image segmentation, and fourth 
part indicates graph-based image segmentation. Imperialist 
competitive algorithm (ICA) is introduced in fifth section. In 
the sixth part recommended methods, and problem-solving 
steps are represented and the final section reviews the results 
and recommendations. 
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2. Graph Partitioning Problem 
Graph partit ioning refers to graph nodes categorizat ion to 

two or more parts based on certain criteria e.g. nodes location, 
value (pixel density in image segmentation) or their 
connections. Graph cutting is used to partition the graph. 

Graph partit ioning problem is defined as follows: 
An undirected graph 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑁𝑁,𝐸𝐸) is presumed. 𝑁𝑁 stands 

for set of nodes and 𝐸𝐸  for weighted edges. Graph 
partitioning divide the graph to 𝑝𝑝  nodes subsets as𝑁𝑁1 , 
𝑁𝑁2 ,…𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 . So that:  

1. ⋃ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝
𝑖𝑖=1  and for 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗, 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ∩ 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 = ∅. 

2. 𝑊𝑊(𝑖𝑖) ≈ 𝑊𝑊 𝑝𝑝� , 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑝𝑝. 𝑊𝑊,𝑊𝑊(𝑖𝑖) stands for total 
weight of nodes in 𝑁𝑁,𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  

3. Cut size means to minimize total weight of crossing 
edges through subsets. 

Each set {𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ⊆ 𝑁𝑁 ∶ 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑝𝑝}  is identified as a 𝑝𝑝 
partitioning from 𝑁𝑁 (so each 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  is a  part of partit ion) if it 
meets first condition. Graph bisection is a two part 
partitioning. If a part itioning meets the second condition, it 
would be a balanced one (graph nodes separation to 
approximately equal sections)[9]. 

Based on previous definitions, cost function is defined as 
follows:  

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑖𝑖 , 𝑗𝑗) + 𝐸𝐸(𝑗𝑗, 𝑖𝑖)𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗=1            (1) 

According to this function, edges among cut sets are added 
together. In this problem, the graph is assumed to be 
asymmetric that means it  is possible to have an edge from i to 
j node but not inversely. Thus based on this function, each 
bilateral edge is considered as two paths. 

Kernighan-Lin is one of the best graph partitioning 
algorithms that was d iscussed in 1970[10]. In classical 
methods, partitioning is applied to entire graph. Their 
deficiency is that they operate so slowly in larger g raphs and 
generate low quality sections[11]. 

In 1993, minimum cut criterion was used for graph 
partitioning by Wu and Leahy[12]. They wanted to segment 
the graph to sub graphs in a way that maximum cut in width 
of subsets get minimized. Th is problem could be solved by 
finding the minimum cuts recursive that separate supposed 
pieces to two parts. As it is shown in Wu and Leahy’s works 
this optimal standard can be used for appropriate 
segmentation in many images[13]. However they found that 
this standard produces unbalanced parts. To overcome 
unbalanced partitioning, Shi and Malik introduced 
normalized cut as a new criterion[14]. Unfortunately this 
method was Np-Complete. So that a simple problem convert 
to a complicated one with generalized eigenvalues that was 
expensive in calculation and leads to deceleration in 
operation especially in image segmentation. In 2005, Grady 
and Schwardz focused on isoperimetric partit ioning and 
showed that graph partitioning can use linear system that is 
faster and more stable. However the partit ions’ may not be as 
good as the normalized cut method, depending on its 
grounding strategy In this article to resolve the issue of graph 
partitioning, imperialist competit ive, genetic, tabu search, 
stimulated annealing and ant colony algorithm has been 

used[15]. 

3. Image Segmentation 
In mach ine vision, segmentation is the process of 

portioning image to components and its purpose is to 
decompose an image to significant and convenient regions 
and also extract a specific object from image[1]. 

Segmentation is the first and most significant step in 
image analysis (often mot ions to estimating or detecting 
boundaries or locating objects). Segmentation separates an 
image to components that each area is called a tissue. Each 
tissue can display an object, piece of it o r a part of the 
background. Segmentation algorithm for monochrome 
images generally  bases on one or two basic properties of grey 
level value: d iscontinuity and similarity. First method 
separate the image based on abrupt changes in grey level 
(points, edges, separate and distinct lines).While the second 
method is based on threshold, region growing, splitting and 
merging areas[16]. 

4. Graph-based Image Segmentation 
Graph-based image segmentation methods, show the 

problem as G (N,E) graph, so that each node in the graph is a 
representative of a pixel in the image and each edge joints 
adjacent pixels. Weight corresponding to each edge is based 
on some properties of primary  and terminal pixels of the 
edges. 

In the first graph-based methods, a threshold and local 
measuring was used for calculating the segmentation. Zahn 
stated segmentation based on graph minimum spanning tree. 
This method is used both for clustering points and image 
segmentation. For image segmentation in graphs methods, 
weight value, is based on intensity difference but in point 
clustering methods, it is based on distance between 
points[17].Based on graph formulation there is two 
techniques for image segmentation: 1. Area-based methods: 
in this procedure each node indicates set of connected pixel 
in image. 2. Pixel-based method: in this system, each node is 
a representative of a pixel in image[18]. 

Generally in area-based method e.g. watersheds an input 
image is got over-segmentation. This image is modeled by 
region adjacency graph that adjacent regions integrate to 
reduce the number of districts as long as a significant 
division is done. This method doesn’t perform appropriately 
in all cases in image segmentation for complicated image 
with detached objects. 

Pixel-based methods perform in  very low levels and 
categorize pixels according to a preset similarity criterion. 
These methods create an undirected weighted graph from 
input image that each pixel considers as a graph node and 
each pair of connected pixels as weighted edge. This fact 
indicates the possible association of two p ixels to an  object. 
In the first estimate, the graph was considered as a complete 
one. Obviously this is not appropriate for high or medium 
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resolution images. Due to this fact complete graph issue 
seems impossible for the matter. To simplify the problem 
edges are assumed just between pixels which are so close 
together. In pixel-based methods, segmentation criterion is 
according to similarity criterions. Generally these methods 
are based on graph partitioning with optimizing cut value 
instead of merg ing adjacent regions[18]. 

5. Imperialist Competitive Algorithm 
Imperialist competitive is a modern evolutionary 

algorithm in evolutionary calculation based on humans’ 
political-social developments. This algorithm begins with a 
random initial population which is called country. A number 
of countries, best in population, is selected as imperialist and 
the others are their colonies[19]. Imperialists attract colonies 
in a particular process. Entire power of each imperial 
depends on imperialist countries and their colonies. 

Imperialist competit ion begins with the advent of primary  
imperials. An imperialist would be omitted from competition 
if it cannot increase its power. So in this competition great 
imperialist become more powerful and weaker ones get 
demolished. imperialist need developing their colonies to 
fortify. Gradually the power of colonies converges to 
imperialist. Finally it leads to a united imperialist with 
colonies similar to imperialist in terms of its position[20]. 

6. ProposedMethod 
In this method, at first the image converts to a grayscale 

one, becomes minimized and a binary image. And then 
image graph  is created and the difference between  pixels 
illumination is calculated based on tetra neighborhood. After 
this stage ICA parameters is defined and the graph partitions. 
The output of this step is the input image that is separated to 
background and the object. All stages are explained in detail 
in the following sections: 

6.1. Image Conversion to Graph Based on 4-connected 
Scheme 

In the first step, image becomes grayscale and min imized 
then changes to binary mode. After that, input matrix 
alternates to ICA from this image. As it is defined in fourth 
section, to create the graph of a image, each pixel is 
considered as a node in the graph. The graph which is 
designed for this problem has omitted column from left and 
right and rows from top and end of image which means 
omitting the sharp edges of the image and tetra neighborhood 
is created for the pixels. As it is shown below in 4-connected 
scheme of graph of image first rows of edges have tri 
neighborhood and the corners are bi neighbor.  

To resolve the bi or tri neighborhood problem, first and 
last rows and columns get omitted. 

The program is cellu lar. It is possible to save a matrix in  
each element of the cell instead of numbers. Matrix 𝑦𝑦 is the 

output and its layout is as follows: 

𝑦𝑦 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡�
𝑎𝑎1 𝑎𝑎2  
𝑎𝑎3 𝑎𝑎4

� ⋯ [… ]

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�𝑏𝑏1 𝑏𝑏2  
𝑏𝑏3 𝑏𝑏4

� ⋯ [… ]
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
          (2) 

Each element of the matrix 𝑦𝑦 i.e . 𝑦𝑦{𝑖𝑖 , 𝑗𝑗}is a 2 × 2matrix. 
This matrix represents pixel difference with its neighborhood. 
Figure 1 shows this content: 

�𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑤𝑤 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝� 

Figure 1.  pixel difference in 4-connected scheme 

If picture proportion is considered as 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑚𝑚 , the 
dimension of matrix 𝑦𝑦  would be �2 × (𝑚𝑚 − 2)� ×
�2 × (𝑚𝑚 − 2)�. It means: 

𝑦𝑦 = �
�0 1
1 4

� �1 −1
2 3

� �0 1
2 9

�

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
… ⋯ …

�         (3) 

Now this matrix converts to natural matrix, MATLAB, by 
cell2mat command. Thus matrix 𝐸𝐸 is created as follows: 

𝐸𝐸 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

𝑎𝑎1 𝑎𝑎2
𝑎𝑎3 𝑎𝑎4

𝑏𝑏1 𝑏𝑏2
𝑏𝑏3 𝑏𝑏4

…

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚+1
𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚+2 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚+3

… …⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
          (4) 

This matrix is the original one inputs to the algorithm that 
minimizat ion is applied to it. 

6.2. Initials the Empires 
Matrix 𝐸𝐸  is the input of the problem. This algorithm 

moves colonies and imperialists according to defined cost 
function on graph matrix. As mentioned before each element 
of matrix 𝑦𝑦 is a 2 × 2 matrix. These vectors move unless 
the cost function becomes min imized. 

6.3. Assimilation colonies 

In this phase the distance (𝑑𝑑) between each colony and 
emperor is calculated and the next location is achieved by 
multip lying this distance quantity and a random amount: 

𝑝𝑝 = 𝛽𝛽 × 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑(𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷(𝑑𝑑)) × 𝑑𝑑         (5) 
Then the cost function is applied fo r a new amount (𝑝𝑝) cost 

amount is calculated and new location is saved. 
According to initial research 𝛽𝛽  amount for problems  

which have been solved by this algorithm was a number 
between 1 and 2. To implement image segmentation issue, 
best amount is 1.5. 

6.4. Revolution 

In this step colonies are changed with probability of 
revolution which is revolutionary coefficient that here is 0.1; 
a colony is changed completely or with some preserving 
features (to save the variety and break local minimums). 

6.5. Compute the Total cost of All Empires 

The total power of an empires is consist of the total cost of 
the imperialist country and also a percentage of the average 
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of its colonial power. In this implementation 10% of colonial 
cost average considered effective in calculat ing the whole 
cost of empires. 

6.6. Imperialistic Competi tion 

In this step the weakest imperial and colony are ext racted. 
The weakest colony that has the most cost function is 
selected and transfer to other imperials by roulette wheel. 
The colony is transferred to any imperial that this wheel 
specifies its number. It is important to know that stronger 
imperials are more possible in this cycle. If the number of 
colonies in any imperial becomes invalid, it converts to a 
colony and the imperials numbers decrease. 

6.7. Algorithm Stop Condition 

Two conditions are: 1. Number of decades 2.Number of 
imperials. Algorithm terminates by establishing each of 
these conditions. In first condition, algorithm adjourns if 
decades maximize. In this implementation maximum 
decades are 200. In second condition if imperial numbers 
decrease to one algorithm is met the termination condition. 
Maximum of imperials is defined as 50. 

6.8. The Quality Measuring of Output Images 

Most of image processing is qualitative. Image resolution 
could be a standard for observer to discern the quality of 
images. The simplest and most widely quality standard is 
mean square error that is calculated by finding the mean 
square of pixel intensity of differences between original 
image and the distorted one with peak signal-to -noise ratio. 
These standards are used due to their simple calculation and 
suitability of mathematical optimizat ion. However they have 
no homology with the visual quality[21],[22]. 

6.8.1. SSIM Criterion 
In[23] SSIM was introduced for evaluating the image 

quality standard. This method was designed to improve 
classic methods e.g. MSE and PSNR. In these standards 
human’s visual system is not considered; due to this fact all 
pixels have similar role. While pixel values effect differently 
on human’s vision according to their location in p icture. The 
difference between SSIM and other methods is that 
perceptual errors are met by classic methods while this 
standard considers the distorted image as an image with 
changes in structural in formation. Structural informat ion is 
an idea that image pixels are very affiliated, especially in 
close distances. These dependencies have significant 

informat ion about structure of objects in visual 
scenes[24],[25]. 

This criterion is measured on different frames of picture. 
Measurement between two frames 𝑝𝑝  and  in 𝑁𝑁 × 𝑁𝑁 size 
is as follows[25]: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑝𝑝 , 𝑦𝑦) =
�2𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝 𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦+𝐶𝐶1�(2𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 +𝐶𝐶2)

�𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝2+𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦2 +𝐶𝐶1�(𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 2+𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 2+𝐶𝐶2 )
       (6) 

In relat ion (6) 𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝2 ,𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦2 respectively stand for mean of 𝑝𝑝  and 
; also 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 , 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 are their variances. The constants 𝐶𝐶1,𝐶𝐶2are 

calculated as follows: 
𝐶𝐶1 = (K1L)2 , 𝐶𝐶2 = (K2L)2            (7) 

In relation (7), K1 = 0.01 , K2 = 0.03 , 𝐿𝐿 =
2#𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠  𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷  𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 − 1 

Practically measurement of total quality of image is 
needed. Mean SSIM is calcu lated to achieve this goal:  

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) = 1
𝑆𝑆
∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 ,𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 )𝑆𝑆
𝑗𝑗=1      (8) 

In relation (8), 𝑋𝑋  is basis image and 𝑌𝑌  is the output 
image of every compared  algorithm. 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗, 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗  are the contents 
of the 𝑗𝑗th local view and 𝑆𝑆 is the number of local views in 
image. 

If one of the compared pictures had been considered as an 
excellent quality image; MSSIM can be considered as 
measuring the quality of other image. If both are exactly the 
similar then MSSIM = 1[23]. 

To use this criterion for comparing the output quality of 
recommended method with other studied algorithm, 
GrayThresh method is considered as basis. This technique 
provides the best threshold for converting image to binary 
mode. So background and object perfectly get separated. 
Thus it can be an appropriate standard to compare the outputs 
to discussed methods in this category. 

6.9. Problem Solving Step 

Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the method in solving the 
problem. 

7. Experimental Results 
In this section, the results of ICA are compared with ant 

colony, annealing simulation and genetic algorithm. The 
entire mentioned algorithms are implemented in  system by 
253GHz processor, core i5, 4GB RAM and in MATLAB 
program. Results chart are plotted in Excel software. 
Berkeley dataset image segmentation are used for program 
input that are shown in figure 3[26]. 
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Figure 2.  Flowchart of resolving the image segmentation problem by graph partit ioning based on ICA 

In charts 1-6 d ifferent method results for images of figure 
3 are compared. Settings of algorithms (e.g. number of 
generations, decades and etc) are equitably selected equal. 
Results demonstrate, in most cases ICA leads to better results 

comparing to other methods and had better image 
segmentation than all methods. After that annealing 
simulation, genetic and ant colony algorithm create the best 
results. 

Start 

Reading the input image. 

Assimilation is applied. (𝛽𝛽 = 1.5) 

Image is converted to binary. 

Graph is generat ed 

Difference in intensity for neighbouring 4-connected is calculat ed. 

Initial empires are created using graph matrix. 

Colonies randomly generated and assigned to empire. 

The cost function of new position is calculated. 

Revolution is applied. (pRevolution = 0.1) 

Compute the total cost of all empires. 

Imperialistic competition. 

No 

Yes  

Eliminate this empire. 

Is there an empire with no colonies? 

Yes  

Finish 

Stop condition satisfied? 

No 

Yes  

Exchange the positions of that imperialist and the colony. 

Is there a colony in an empire which has lower cost 
than that of the imperialist? 

No 
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(1)           (2)           (3) 

 
(4)            (5)            (6) 

Figure 3.  Berkeley dataset 
Figure 4-9 represent best answers in each cycle of 

algorithm reputation. Entire charts of figure 4-8, ICA has 
provided the best results. In figure 9 and chart (6), annealing 
simulation algorithm represents better result than ICA. 

In chart 7 output quality of discussed algorithms is 
appraised with GrayThresh method and original image is 
compared to optimizing algorithm based on MSIIM criterion. 
As it is observed, MSSIM criterion states comparison results 

better than PSNR and MSE. According to statistic results of 
MSSIM criterion, in 90% cases, ICA results are closer to 
basis method comparing to other studied algorithms and just 
in 10% ICA results perform weaker than basis method. Tabu 
search acquires long time to implement for images larger 
than 30×30. Thus it is not appropriate in terms of runtime 
even though the answer has the best quality. 

Chart 8 shows the time for implementing each algorithm 
with alternation in image size. 

Figure 10 displays the time required for implementation of 
each algorithm during 200 generations.  

As it is shown in this figure, one of the disadvantages of 
this algorithm is the long time it assigns to implementation 
rather than other ones. However the time seems reasonable 
due to its various steps and the attempt to find the overall 
optimum to the last generation. After that, respectively 
simulated annealing, ant colony and genetic algorithm assign 
long time. 

Chart 1.  comparing the different algorithm results of image 1 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 1044.83 908.5 608.19 693.93 

BestCost 1079 1173 1294 1345 

Result 

    

 

 
Figure 4.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 1 

Chart 2.  Comparing the different algorithm results of image 2 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 2394.33 1882.8 1516.5 1797.74 

BestCost 3263 3501 3572 3705 

Result 
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Figure 5.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 2 

Chart 3.  comparing the different algorithm results of image 3 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 1102.39 980.5 685.42 713.36 

BestCost 1243 1403 1419 1535 

Result 

    

 

 
Figure 6.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 3 

Chart 4.  comparing the different algorithm results of image 4 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 1899.38 2294 1387.09 1458.36 

BestCost 2931 3171 3214 3349 

Result 
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Figure 7.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 4 

Chart 5.  comparing the different algorithm results of image 5 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 1797.07 1644.56 1580.34 1718.11 

BestCost 3071 3254 3320 3365 

Result 

    

 
Figure 8.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 5 

Chart 6.  comparing the different algorithm results of image 6 

 ICA SA GA ACO 
RunTime (Sec) 803.97 774.76 485.71 538.66 

BestCost 872 790 1052 1073 

Result 
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Figure 9.  comparing the different algorithm to find the best answer of each generation of image 6 

Chart 7.  quality assessment of different algorithms and comparing to basis method 

 

Output of 
GrayThresh method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 29.51 21 0.9999 

SA 16.71 401 0.9982 

GA 14.81 621 0.9970 

ACO 8.99 2371 0.9810 

7.2: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 2  

Output of 
GrayThresh method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 29.39 21 1 

SA 26.28 43 0.9992 

GA 15.57 506 0.9962 

ACO 14.04 720 0.9880 

7.1: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 1  

Output of 
GrayThresh method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 21.03 169 0.9971 

SA 16.75 452 0.9953 

GA 15.32 629 0.9946 

ACO 15.03 672 0.9815 

7.4: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 4 
 

Output of GrayThresh 
method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 22.66 119 0.9999 

SA 21.04 173 0.9993 

GA 15.59 606 0.9984 

ACO 18.09 341 0.9930 

7.3: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 3 

Output of GrayThresh 
method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 16.04 409 0.9958 

SA 17.83 271 0.9979 

GA 9.65 1781 0.9726 

ACO 4.83 5409 0.9046 

7.6: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 6  

Output of GrayThresh 
method Algorithm PSNR MSE MSSIM 

 

ICA 31.22 14 1 

SA 12.04 1159 0.9944 

GA 8.38 2692 0.9876 

ACO 8.27 2758 0.8667 

7.5: quality assessment of algorithms quality to image 5  
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Figure 10.  t ime required for each algorithm implementation 

Chart 8.  time comparing for algorithms execution in different sizes of image 

TS ACO GA SA  ICA 

 

The execution time is 
very long  5960.28 5470.80 6325.63 6516.43 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑× 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 

The execution time is 
very long 2753.59 2700.86 3216.19 3860.01 𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑× 𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 

The execution time is 
very long 874.90 864.28 1014.07 1150.04 𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑× 𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 

The execution time is 
very long 273.74 266.90 294.92 304.86 𝟓𝟓𝟑𝟑 × 𝟓𝟓𝟑𝟑 

211.80 46.46 45.18 49.96 52.02 𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑 × 𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑 

26.36 17.27 16.19 17.76 19.36 𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑 × 𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑 

 

8. Conclusions, Recommendations and 
Future Tasks 

In this article, imperialist competitive algorithm for 
optimal graph partitioning was used and applied to the image. 
By comparing the results of this algorithm and other 
algorithms, it can be seen that the colonial competit ive 
algorithm relative to other methods, although more t ime is 
spent, But the manufacturer has optimized the output image 
segmentation is more appropriate. 

In this article 4-connected scheme is used to create image 
graph. As future tasks, 8-connected on r-connected can be 
applied. In these methods image convert to binary mode that 
it can be considered as colored image. Better results in graph 
partitioning and its usages in image segmentation can be 
anticipated by composing ICA and chaos theory or other 
optimizing algorithms. 
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